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offenses were two-thirds of the increase in federal inmates and half of the increase in state prison populations. 4 In 1971 President Richard M. Nixon coined the phrase war on drugs, but in reality the undertaking was neither a single coherent entity nor a true war but rather a succession of executive-sponsored domestic and transnational punitive campaigns spanning the postwar era through today. The declaration of war mandated increased resources to fight the "drug crisis" while also initiating a conflict without end. The criminologist Jerome H. Skolnick used the term semi-martial state to describe the effect of the drug war on the nation. At the federal, state, and local levels, such a punitive turn in government resulted in the criminalization of large segments of the U.S. population for illicit drug consumption, possession, and distribution. Although Skolnick's analysis focused on the proposed multi-billion-dollar increase for federal enforcement and interdiction in 1989, during the decade preceding the appointment of William Bennett as "drug czar," Los Angeles exemplified how the drug war intensified the militarization of domestic policing. The city's multiple, overlapping wars against drugs, gangs, and crime reflected Skolnick's semimartial state in terms of fiscal expenditures and institutional practices of law enforcement, prisons, courts, and parole. 5 Punitive campaigns against drugs and gangs in Los Angeles rationalized a new martial infrastructure. The state applied militarization unequally by focusing on historic African American and Latino neighborhoods in the south central part of the city. As in counterinsurgency strategy, the geographic application of force meant that particular populations were at high risk not only because of their age and race but also because of their location. Indeed, by 1992 city sheriffs listed nearly half of the African American men under age twenty-five in Los Angeles County as gang members. The ultimate carceral effects of this mass criminalization can hardly be overstated. The California Department of Corrections (cdc) prison population increased from 19,623 in 1977 to 162,000 in the year 2000 with over 40 percent drawn from Los Angeles and 70 percent from southern California. By 1990 drug offenses were 34.2 percent of new admissions to California prisons and 25 percent of detainees in the Los Angeles County Jail, which contained the world's largest urban prison population. The carceral effects were not, however, equally distributed. Numerous studies show the extreme racial disparities of mass incarceration and the war on drugs, and California arguably led this national trend. By the year 2000 the combined numbers of blacks and Latinos were over 64 percent of the total population of the cdc. Furthermore, African Americans were roughly 7 percent of California's general population but accounted for 31 percent of the state's prisoners. 6 
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Crack in Los Angeles
Major components of the militarized infrastructure of the lapd, the Los Angeles Sheriff's Department (lasd), and the California Highway Patrol could be traced to law enforcement's hostile response to the civil unrest of the postwar years. In the aftermath of the 1965 Watts rebellions, the lapd's use of military-grade hardware and elite tactical units originated in the department's counterinsurgency campaigns against the black power and brown power movements. Under the leadership of Chief William Parker (from 1950 to 1966), Chief Tom Reddin (from 1967 to 1969), and Chief Edward M. Davis (from 1969 to 1978) the lapd developed signature policing strategies that became essential to the city's brutal prosecution of the wars on drugs and gangs two decades later. The department founded swat with a compact force of former military veterans in 1967. Subsequently, the lapd deployed swat for the first time against the Southern California Black Panther party's office. The commando force used a tank on loan from the California National Guard and won U.S. Department of Justice authorization for a grenade launcher.
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swat marked a new era in Los Angeles law enforcement, defined by the steady expansion of the use of elite tactical units at the expense of rank-and-file patrol officers. With funding from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, the department created Total Resources against Southeast Hoodlums (trash) five years later. Responding to community protest, the name was changed to Community Resources against Street Hoodlums (crash), and the organization went on to become the city's most notorious antigang unit in the 1980s, with the lasd's program Operation Safe Streets and the district attorney's Hardcore Drug Unit following in its wake. As this list of martial alphabet agencies implies, starting with the invention of swat, Los Angeles led the national militarization of policing-a subject yet to be comprehensively addressed by historians. One of the most urgent tasks is to document local law enforcement's nationwide effort to acquire weaponry during the earlier era of mass protest and to trace how this changed over time, particularly in the post-Cold War period of military surplus and during the counterterrorism push following the September 11, 2001, attacks. 8 Another striking feature of departmental militarization, in addition to personnel restructuring that funneled more manpower and funding toward elite command units, was the lapd's attempt to expunge all social service components from policing and to 2007 focus exclusively on crime and territorial control. Geographic dispersion of the city and the establishment of the lapd Air Support Division in 1974-which became the largest "airborne municipal law enforcement system in the world"-contributed to tactical surveillance of and distance from city residents. While Chief Parker's vision of professionalization in the postwar years laid the foundation for this approach, under the auspices of the Reagan era's intensified wars on crime, drugs, and gangs, the martial imperative grew stronger and received large increases in funding (especially through expanding asset forfeiture) and direct support from municipal, state, and federal governments. According to the Los Angeles American Civil Liberties Union (aclu), "the political rhetoric about a 'war' on drugs and a 'war' on crime . . . helped turn the police into soldiers-not civil servants or guardians of the community order-making them sometimes more aggressive and forceful than they have a right to be in pursuit of criminals and suspects." Los Angeles' high-profile war on drugs reflected the larger policies and strategic aims of Reagan's national punishment campaign, including saturation policing, eradication of youth gangs, asset forfeiture, federalization of drug charges, and strict enforcement of mandatory minimum sentencing. At the street level, use of massive police sweeps with spectacular displays of overwhelming force embodied the city's militarized vision of law enforcement, as did Chief Gates's repeated calls to arms. Testifying on the one-year anniversary of the George H. W. Bush administration's war on drugs, the lapd chief told the Senate Judiciary Committee that "the casual drug user ought to be taken out and shot." Behind his bombastic rhetoric lay a larger truth. In an era of deindustrialization and drastic reductions in social services, mass incarceration fueled by antidrug and antigang campaigns became de facto urban social policy for the residents of impoverished communities such as South Central Los Angeles and Pico Union. The prescription for widespread joblessness and the illicit economies that accompanied urban divestment was simply to remove a significant percentage of the population from the streets through prison warehousing. Tellingly, in 1980-prior to the advent of the alleged "crack epidemic" and Reagan's declaration of a new war on drugs-Gates argued that the 0.1 percent incarceration rate for California's population (26,000 people) was insufficient. To achieve greater public safety, he advocated that between 2 and 3 percent of California's residents should be locked up.
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One of the major challenges for historians seeking to write municipal and national histories of the U.S. war(s) on drugs is tracing their symbiosis with and prosecution through related punitive campaigns against gangs, crime, and-in later years-terrorism. In Los Angeles, for example, much of the carceral infrastructure for the city's war on drugs relied on geographically targeted gang sweeps combined with antigang legislation and prosecution tools. Moreover, the conflation of drug crimes with street gang membership created a comprehensive net for the criminalization of nonwhite youth. The lapd's selective arrest and prosecution of youth of color meant that the category of "gang" became inherently 167 
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racialized. Drawing on a repertoire of historical "demonologies" with specific prosecutorial regimes, the lapd alternately viewed black and Latino gangs through the lens of organized crime or terrorism. "It's probably a misnomer to call them street gangs," argued an lapd lieutenant member of crash. "What we are seeing is the first indication of black organized crime." Far from unique, the slippage from street gangs to drug trafficking, organized crime, and terrorism represented the defining principle of the Reagan-Bushera war on drugs. Its solution was total suppression and use of Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (rico) Act prosecutions to remove as many alleged gang members from the streets as possible. Between 1984 and 1988 California passed over eighty separate antigang measures and developed powerful new legal tools, including the civil gang injunction and gang enhancements in sentencing. In December 1987, the Los Angeles city attorney and future mayor James Hahn pioneered the injunction's use against the Playboy Gangster Crips from West Los Angeles. Gang injunctions permanently prohibited members from engaging in specified behaviors in a designated geographic area. The prosecuting agency sued a gang as an "unincorporated association," to allow for the addition of new names to prosecutorial lists. The injunction's civil nature also meant that the state was not required to provide a public defender.
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Defining the war on drugs as a war on gangs justified the criminalization of everyday life in black and brown Los Angeles. Modes of dress, movement, color of shoelaces, hand gestures, and mere association became defined as prosecutable offenses. Gang injunctions worked in tandem with municipal, state, and federal databases. In 1985 the lasd created a computerized list, Gang Reporting Evaluation and Tracking system (great). Seven years later, the federal government's General Accounting Office revealed that the city's sheriffs listed 47 percent of all African American men in Los Angeles County between the ages of twenty-one and twenty-four as gang members. Racially targeted policing combined with the denial of legal representation made it virtually impossible for youth to have their names removed from great. In this sense antigang injunctions also contained a brutal class component: their success hinged on their targets' inability to hire lawyers. 12 While antigang injunctions and databases provided mechanisms for surveillance, control, and the assumption of large numbers of minority youth into "the system" for minor offenses, gang enhancement legislation ultimately aided the process of mass incarceration. In 1988 the California legislature passed the Street Terrorism Enforcement and Prevention (step) Act, which mandated that convicted persons who have been designated as gang members face additional charges and sentencing. In the initial 1988 law, prosecutors could "enhance" gang members' convictions with from one to five years of additional time in state prison per offense. Subsequently, California's Proposition 21 amended the step Act in 2000 by increasing gang enhancements to sixteen months to five years for nonviolent offenses and to ten, fifteen, twenty, and twenty-five years to life for violent offenses. Moreover, in first-degree murder cases with special circumstances, Proposition 21 mandated the death penalty or life imprisonment without the possibility of parole. The dense layering of the Step Act and its subsequent revisions, including added prison time for gun charges and for crimes committed within one thousand yards of a school, meant that it was not uncommon for very young offenders to receive multiple consecutive life sentences.
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Los Angeles' repressive legal regime worked in tandem with law enforcement's spectacular shows of force, mass arrests, and saturation policing. After the 1988 murder of the suburban teenager Karen Toshima, the lapd proclaimed 1988 the "year of the gang enforcement." "This is war," declared Chief Gates. "We want to get the message out to the cowards out there . . . that we're going to come and get them." With this battle cry, the department sent over one thousand officers into South Los Angeles in conjunction with Operation Hammer. On April 9, 1988, the police set up an impromptu holding facility in the parking lot of the Los Angeles Coliseum and proceeded to arrest over 1,400 people-including more African American youth than in any other single incident since the Watts rebellions twenty-three years earlier. Over the course of the next six months, law enforcement jailed over eighteen thousand people, declaring over half of the arrests as "gang related." The price in human and financial terms was considerable; journalists estimated that Operation Hammer cost up to $150,000 per day. Significantly, the prosecutors charged only a handful of people with actual crimes.
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The Crack Crisis and Black Response to the War on Drugs
Historians have yet to write the top-down institutional history of municipal, state, and federal antidrug and antigang campaigns since the Reagan era, but even more neglected are broad questions about framing that link the crack crisis to the militarization of the drug wars. Integral to this silence is the lack of research into how communities of color responded to this punishment regime across region and time. Social scientists have debated black support for Nixon-era law-and-order campaigns, however, historians have yet to explore how African American and Latino populations across the country understood, experienced, and reacted to the war(s) on drugs and gangs in the era of mass incarceration since the late 1970s. The history of black Los Angeles offers some compelling insights into this largely uncharted territory and raises a number of issues that warrant further study and exploration. The first is the conceptual question of framing. During the 1980s much of the discourse from black politicians and the press centered on the crack crisis rather than on the repressive apparatus of the war(s) on drugs and gangs. In Los Angeles, 169 
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at the epicenter of crack use and distribution, the scale of panic can hardly be overestimated. In 1989 California represenative Maxine Waters declared, "The most urgent problem facing ghettoized African Americans today is the lethal infestation of drugs in our communities." Although the solutions that Waters sought emphasized social welfare and public health for troubled neighborhoods reeling from Reagan-era divestment, the lens of crisis unwittingly strengthened law enforcement's justification for the semimartial state of the drug war and provided it with a thin humanitarian veil. 15 In many respects, the timing of the drug war in Los Angeles could not have been worse. For years the local African American community had been fighting to rein in the lapd. On the eve of Reagan's war on drugs, the Coalition against Police Abuse scored a decisive victory against the lapd in 1978, leading to the dissolution of the department's Public Disorder Intelligence Division. The former Black Panther Michael Zinzun had founded capa in 1976, and it became one of the most sustained grassroots efforts to stop police violence in Los Angeles. Tragically, just as the courts mandated that the lapd implement these reforms, the state launched a new phase in the war on drugs. The professed exigencies of this militarized campaign reversed many activists' earlier gains while simultaneously narrowing the horizon of public debate to punishment-based solutions.
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The moral panic over crack, like the concern about pcp (Phencyclidine, known popularly in Los Angeles as "Sherm") in years prior, obscured the militarization of law enforcement and its geopolitical context. One difficult task for historians is to disaggregate the genuine concerns and problems of African American neighborhoods during this period from state and mainstream media portrayals of the "crack epidemic." The Reagan administration invoked African American suffering-with the "crack baby" as its most potent trope-to rationalize a new and vastly intensified carceral regime. Too often, state-and media-driven narratives of the Reagan era have saturated the popular imagination while, in fact, the social history of black urban communities in the 1980s and 1990s remains largely undocumented. In contrast to sensationalized portrayals, the themes of socialservice retrenchment, deindustrialization, intensification of poverty, and structural isolation are as foundational to the period as drug consumption, illicit economies, and the restructuring of the traditional nuclear family. Demystifying the racial myths of the crack era also requires careful, nuanced exploration of the complex interplay of race and class because African American politicians and elite service providers also participated in the drug war's pervasive rhetoric of crisis.
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Black class politics in the post-civil rights era proved integral to community approaches to the drug wars. Historically, black Angelinos had the largest intraracial income gap nationally, and economic disparity shaped how different strata understood the war on drugs. In the early 1980s white-led middle-class reformist organizations sponsored popular marches calling attention to the plight of neighborhoods in South Central Los Angeles and East Los Angeles. In July 1985, shortly after the aclu won an injunction against the 15 For an exception to the lack of work on responses by communities of color to changing punishment regimes, use of the lapd's battering ram, nearly ten thousand residents gathered on the downtown campus of St. Mary's College for an anticrime rally. The Southern California Organizing Committee (scoc) and the United Neighborhoods Organization (uno) of East Los Angeles cosponsored the protest. Formed in 1982 by a network of churches, scoc mixed law-and-order politics with maternalist advocacy for social welfare and youth programs. Given historical fights for adequate policing and higher rates of violent crime in South Los Angeles-Africans Americans were six times more likely than whites to be killed by homicide-their concerns were not surprising. Nevertheless, the hallmarks of militarized law enforcement remained unmistakable in the organizations' punitive visions of reform. scoc and uno advocated establishing "combat zone" teams drawn from multiple law enforcement agencies to target "gangs" and "drug traffickers" in high-crime areas; higher taxes on liquor to pay for more police; increases in federal drug agents in Los Angeles, and, perhaps most importantly, building a black and brown coalition to force local officials to provide more police protection. "We come here to make a choice today," argued Father Luis Olivares of La Placita Church. "We can fight those who stuff drugs into our children, or we can just sit on our butts and wish that it weren't so."
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As this rhetoric shows, the crack crisis proved deeply divisive and helped fracture African American and Latino communities internally along lines of age, class, and faith. In the context of massive cuts to American cities under the Reagan administration, carceral solutions to problems of impoverished communities had much greater efficacy than redistributive liberalism. Rather than approaching the problem via public health or structural inequality (deindustrialization, outsourcing, capital flight), these early reformers looked to the problems and contradictions inside impoverished neighborhoods. Christian churches, in particular, played an important role in advocating for more punitive, self-help approaches. How welfare retrenchment and militarized law enforcement with its crisis-driven rationale fostered an increasingly conservative grassroots "politics of personal responsibility" is an understudied theme in the history of Los Angeles and throughout black America in the era of mass incarceration and the war(s) on drugs. Paradoxically, while some of the residents of South Los Angeles initially supported the drug wars in hopes of protecting their children from the perceived scourge of crack, it soon became apparent that these very youth were being subjected to militarized police sweeps, gang injunctions and enhancements, and mandatory sentencing laws. For many, the punishment infrastructure driving mass incarceration proved more destructive than the original problems of drug addiction, use, and sale.
The state effectively co-opted much of the anger and disorientation created by the Reaganera urban crisis into an anticrime framework that blamed the pathological culture of black and brown youth for the problems of poverty and urban divestment. Los Angeles' sharp intraracial class divide exacerbated this tendency to target the poorest and most vulnerable members of the community. Therefore, elected officials, the clergy, and traditional civil rights leadership cannot be used as the sine qua non of black popular opinion. Indeed, writing about the wars on drugs and gangs in the late twentieth century provides a window onto black class polarities and antagonisms in the post-civil rights era. Sectors of black elites-from the administration of Los Angeles mayor Tom Bradley to scocsupported Los Angeles' war on drugs and gangs, but the responses of the majority of low-Crack in Los Angeles income residents in South Los Angeles remain harder to discern through traditional historical sources. More social research into how the intraracial factors of class, homeownership, and neighborhood geography affected law-and-order attitudes within communities of color is desperately needed. For scholars attempting to recover this history, the techniques of ethnography and oral history are essential. Too often, African American elites, who by definition have left stronger archival traces, have been treated as representative of the black community as a whole. The history of the Coalition against Police Abuse offers an intriguing example of how we might differentiate black poor and working-class "drug war politics" from the politics of their wealthier counterparts.
In the early 1990s a palpable shift took place as a variety of African American-led organizations proposed alternate frameworks to the semimartial state of the Los Angeles drug and gang wars. The cumulative effects of mass criminalization, mandatory minimum sentencing, disparate crack prosecution, and the expansive municipal, state, and federal apparatus created to criminalize drug use, distribution, and alleged gang participation resulted in an explosion of the population in jails and prisons. As residents watched this expansion, a commitment to developing less punitive approaches emerged. Redefining the crack crisis in terms of public health, structural economic decline, and as a product of Reagan-era anticommunist foreign policy was a powerful tool for mobilizing anti-drug war sentiment in the African American community of Los Angeles. This shift took place, however, within the confines of fiscal and political restraints. As historians document resistance to the carceral state and the war on drugs, exploring how social service retrenchment, neoliberal restructuring, and promarket governance influenced African American and Latino modes of protest is crucial background. In contrast to the era of the Great Society and the long black freedom movement, by the early 1990s not-for-profit organizations and community development corporations competed with grassroots social movements as the legitimate medium for organized dissent. 19 In 1990 future California representative Karen Bass sponsored an inaugural conference, "Crack: Crisis in the African American Community," to help launch the Community Coalition for Substance Abuse, Prevention, and Treatment. The new organization countered the rationale for militarized law enforcement by redefining crack addiction more broadly as a public "health crisis." Having worked as a physician's assistant at the Los Angeles County-University of Southern California Medical Center emergency room, Bass had witnessed the devastating effects of addiction. "I just really became obsessed with how the drug problem, specifically the crack epidemic, was impacting the community," she later explained. The Community Coalition advocated mandatory school counseling, drug and gang diversion programs, and utilizing "forfeiture-seizure" monies to finance drug treatment. "Our mission, essentially, is to address the drug and alcohol problems of the community," Bass explained. "We don't do that by providing direct services such as treatment or counseling, but we do that by organizing and empowering community residents to change the environment that creates drug and alcohol problems in the first place." The Community Coalition's most sustained activism centered on preventing liquor stores from reopening after the 1992 Los Angeles rebellions. Modeling its efforts on homeowner associations, the coalition organized residents to clean up the streets. By eliminating the environment that fostered crime and addiction, including liquor stores, transient hotels, and open-air sex and drug markets, the coalition sought to transform the "hopelessness and despair" of South Central Los Angeles. 20 In the penumbra of Los Angeles' 1992 rebellions, other black voices emerged, directly critiquing state violence, police militarization, and U.S. foreign policy. Foremost among these was capa, with roots predating the Reagan era and stretching deep into the Los Angeles black power movement. At the height of the city's militarized war on drugs, capa's small cadre of activists taught community members how to document police abuses, utilize media, and wage legal campaigns. Michael Zinzun's successful lawsuits against the lapd and the Pasadena police and his critique of state violence and mass incarceration, combined with his nurturance of younger activists, helped forge an intergenerational channel for radical activism. capa's motto, "We will work with you not for you," reflected its preference for egalitarian, decentralized modes of organizing. Nevertheless, during the 1980s the group struggled to attract a broader base and often found itself overshadowed by more mainstream, punitive efforts. In the early 1990s, however, capa gained greater visibility as the carceral effects of a decade-long war on black and brown youth became visible in the vast increase in the incarceration of youth of color. From 1982 to 1995 the numbers of African Americans in the California Department of Corrections increased from 12,470 to 42,296, while Latino incarceration grew from 9,006 to 46,080.
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Together with Mothers Reclaim Our Children and the California Gang Truce, capa and its network of grassroots radicals embodied a foundational historical shift as poor and working-class populations of color who suffered the worst effects of Los Angeles' militarized drug wars began mobilizing against gang suppression and mass incarceration. Far to the left of black elected officials, the local clergy, and traditional civil rights activists, these new political formations raise a number of compelling issues for future scholarship on the war on drugs. The first is the need for more social history of poor and working-class "drug war politics," ranging from formal organizations in cities across the United States to everyday infrapolitics of resistance. Second, scholars must carefully parse the chronology and periodization of black and brown opposition to the carceral state. As is clear in the history of Los Angeles' militarized wars on drugs and gangs, a significant shift occurred over a two-decade period, and this same attention to change over time must inform research on punishment campaigns from the initial passage of the Rockefeller Drug Laws in 1973 through today.
